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Abstract 

 

SpinDynamica is a system for performing analytical and numerical spin dynamical 

simulations by computer. A set of open-source Mathematica routines are provided 

which include the following functionality: 

- kets and bras for arbitrary spin systems 

- matrix representations of spin operators in arbitrary bases 

- matrix representations of spin superoperators in arbitrary operator bases 

- angular momentum, rotation, projection and shift operators 

- commutation, double commutation, coherence order filtration, rotation,    

  projection superoperators 

- high-level routines for numerical simulation of spectra, numerical simulation   

  of operator trajectories, including arbitrary ensemble averages, arbitrary  

  sequences of events, handling of continuous analytical functions 

- arbitrary time-dependent Hamiltonians 

- arbitrary time-dependent relaxation superoperators 

- thermalization of superoperators 

- Euler angle transformations, tensor transformations, Wigner matrices. 

- Construction of axis systems and Euler angle determination 

These routines allow the simulation of a wide variety of magnetic resonance 

experiments, including solution NMR, solid-state NMR, EPR, MRI, etc., all with the 

same platform, and embedded in the powerful Mathematica programming and 

graphical environment.  An overview of SpinDynamica and its functionality will be 

presented. Some its drawbacks will also be highlighted. 
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